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1-. Itroductory Remarks

The problem discussed in this paper is among the oldest in modern
meteorology. Its solution has been hamperedby 'consistently vague state
ments of the problem. V. E. Jakl, in an intra-bureau commAnication in
1952, has indicated the problem to be a comparison of station pressures

which would conveniently yield horizontal pressure gradients. He said,
however, 'It was realized from the very beginning of meteorological

science that pressures had to be reduced to some fixed level in order to

obtain pressure gradients, even though the deficiencies of such a system

were recognized from the beginning." This is an expression of a crucial

point of departure from the real problem. This departure has been univer-

sally shared by early writers on the subject.

The present system of barometric reductions in use in the United

States is based directly on a monumental work by Bigelow (1902). Bigelow's

starting point was a conception expressed earlier by Ferrel (1885,1886),

who recognized the many difficulties involved in a system of reductions of
the barometer to sea level. Ferrel (1886, p.221) stated the optimum solu-
tion of the problem as he saw it, "The best that can be done is to imagine
that the space between the station and sea level is occupied by air, and
that this has the same temperature as the air would hare if the mountain
or plateau were away." Bigelow implicitly adopted this view. Our present

system of reductions, based on his ork, are combinations of station pres-

sures and temperatures designed to define the hypothetical air columns be-

low the stations.

It is not the authorts intent to discuss the philosophical absurdity
of Ferrel 's statement of the optimum s of the problem. There is a
discussion of the philosophical difficulties In his omn wk (1886). While
Chief of the U. S. Weather Bure Pr-of. C F. -Marvin wrote,, in part, to
the Toronto symposium on barcetre redutis he i v n lt9 (Meisinger,
1921), "It is well known that, strictly speaking, a reduction to sea level
of continental observations is wholly a visionary and hypothetical thing,
since to effect the reduction we must nec ssarily assume that an atmosphere
exists below the station whose observations are to be reduced. We assign
to this atmosphere a given temperature and mostrl e conec nt, density, etc.,
and our reduction depends upon these assuqtcns. Since the Intervening
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atmosphere has no existence our assumptions are necessarily fictitious,

and the final result of the so-called reduction to sea level has in reality
no meaning". Nor isit scus the athor's intent t dicu the-insuperable dif-
ficulties involved in the determination of pressures reduced to sea ievel
according to Ferrel's statement, when both dynamic and static considerations
are taken into account.

2. A Precise Statement of the Problem in Terms of its Optimum Solution
Before going further in the discussion, the problem must be stated

more precisely. What sort of comparison of station pressures is wanted in
meteorology? The field of station pressures can give three basic types of
information..

1. Comparisons of the weight of the atmosphere above the various
stations. Such a comparison has little interest in itself. A

"reduction" of the field of station pressures to a level plane,
such as the system currently in use in the United States, in in-
dicated for this type of comparison.

2. Purely statisticalar s with which to forecast fuiure states
of the atmophere. !2he present system of reductions is again
indicated here, for ehas ame fifty years of-accumu-
lated statistics, or experience. with it. The indication is

superficial, however. Variables which have clearer physical
meanings than the presently used pressure reduced to sea level
could be mandiedL-more inteIintly in statistical studies, and
in the forecasters. exe nnce. en such varables are found
the course of the weather services shouli be to colleat statis-
tics and experielnce .wh rahr than to -xl the handi-
caps of the past -by cto use the method of reduction
now in use.

3. Measures of the horizontal pressure gradient force field. this
is a universally useful typ1 of Information. Because of the
partially balanced nature of aflow,' a'nd ecause, as
we shall see, the answer with this as the precise objective does
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not differ radically from the answer cirrently In use, such

(*~ 4 measures will give in part the type of information enumerated

under 1. and ,2. above.

We will adopt as the specific problem at hand, to find a'means of

comparison of pressures measured at the various stations which will con-

veniently give us a measure of the horizontal pressure gradient force.

3. Representations of the Pressure Gradient Force Field
Weather reporting stations are placed at irregular finite intervals

which are small compared with the horizontal dimensions of the large-scale

atmospheric systems, but which are large compared to the dimensions of

detailed topographical features, particularly in the mountainous regions

of the United States. There is no need, however to consider topography in

all its detail. -: A smooth surface may be passed through all the stations

in the United States, and we may then confine our attention to this imagin-

ary surface, rather than the actual topographical surface. For convenience,

we will ditinush the topography of the smooth surface passing through

all the weather stations frm the actual topography by calling it the

0meteorological topography We will use the symbol %-, which is commonly

used for station elevation as the beight of the meteorological topographic
surface above sea level. Kb, then will be a continuous variable in x end
y. A list of station elevations may be considered a sampling of b at

small finite intervals of x and y. The disregarx for the detail of the
actual topograpby of the round is necessitated by the lack of coinciding

samples of surface ressure d height above sea level at intervals smal

enough to ahanl se detail
For ,,e_,, a new variable, h4 wil be defined.

The variable h Is the height above the mteorological topographic surface,
i.e.,. 

I[x . _= - txjy,} '(I

The horizontal pzessre gradient force is

where the subscript ( denotes differentiations at constant height, z,



above sea level, a is specific volume, and p is'pressure. A direct
measure of horizontal pressure force would involve meaureets of hori-
zontal space derivatives holding z constant. This is obviously impossible
to do o an operational basis, except over level surfaces. The problem is
to obtain a measure of the horizontal pressure gradient force by comparing
quantities measured at constant h, in particular by comparing quantities
measured on the surface h = 0. which is the meteorological topographic sur-
face. In principle the problem may be solved by a transformation of coordi-
nates: namely, transformation of the derivative, V, in x, y, z-space into
derivatives in x, y, h-space. The transformnation formula with which to ac-
cmplish this is

V hL. h V (2)

Applying the transformation formula (2) and making use of the hydro-
static apprimation, we find that the horizontal pressure gradient force
is

'ClP = C&%p I (3)

if the variation of gravity, g, is neglected.
queatiom (3) s a solation to- the problem as we have stated it, al-

though not a practcal oe. It Is easy to show- that in the atmosphere the
two term on the right-hand side of equation (3) are each in general much
larger than. their sum, so that neither cau be neglected. In order to find
the horizontal pres e gradient force by means of equation (3) it. would
be necessary t- findL the smal smum of two large vectors. This would be
AM procedure e -in frecastiug practice.

At thi point it la In order to inquire into the practical aspects
of the prabl. ht -vould be considered a tolerable representation of
the hories gradient force. fielt None cones to mind other
than by m -of a -=ca fanctio hose gradent is closely related to
the pressure gradient force. Thi is the form in-use today, the scalar
functionL being essae- reduced to asea level. Since the second term in
equation () i not an exact dffe the pressure gradient force can-
not be set equal to the gradient of a scalar function. One could, however,
filn two scalar unctions frt iihich the pressure graent force could be



measured. For example, one could set

Vhp + = VhF ()

The author has not considered seriously the boundary conditions for solving
equation (4) for f and F, nor methods of solving it. The integration could
not be made into a boundary-value problem. Thus, if the region of integra-
tion were restricted to continental areas, with the shore line:as boundary,
one could not set f = a and F = p all around the shore line. The integra-
tion would thus have to extend over the entire region of meteorological in-
terest, and over oceanic areas f and F would not carry the physical signif-
icance which ac and p do.

Perhaps a more interesting pair of scalar functions would be a stream

function and velocity potential. Thus,

hp + VhgZ = VhS2 + VhSl x k ()

where k is a unit vertical vector. If one set the boundary entirely on
oceanic surfaces, and set S2 equal to the height of an isobaric surface
near se level o S2 over oceanic surfaces would very nearly coincide -with the
height of the isobariec surface, and thus would have equal physical signifi-
cance. Perhaps of more interest, S2 would entirely (i.e., without reference

to define the vorticity of the geostrophic wind except for slight- -
ations in the Coriolis psarameter. One could then observe the effects of a
massif on cyelonic and anticyclonic systems as they crossed the massit.

The field of S would be an adjunct to the field of S2, and would yield at

a glance, or by precise measure, that part of the horizontal pressure

gradient force not containel In the gradient of S2 .

The det natio of the fieltds of S1 and 8S would be relatively

ztraitforward- Taking the divergence of equation (),

-(6)

we have a Poisson equation iu 2. Taking the curl of equation (5)

( x V k = S1 7)

we have a Poisson equation in S1 . As before, the boundary values of 82
voul&dbe te geeodynac height of an isobaric surface near sea level.
The bondUry conditions for the solution of equation (7) should then be-5 -
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that the derivative of S1 normal to the boundary be zero.

4. A point-wlse computation of a single scalar function

-i the past, the solutions outlined in the preceding section have not
been feasible, due to the immensity of the computational problem. With the
present availability of high-speed computing machinery the computational
problem is no longer a serious obstaclet at least in the United States.
The calculations are trivial when compared to the calculations presently be-
ing done in the numerical prediction of weather. There would be some prob-

lea in determining representative temperatures at the ground. For example,
diurnal radiation effects on the variation of & should not be included.
These problems, however, are surely not insurmountable. A more serious
immediate problem would be communications. The computing point would have

to collect data, process it, and then disseminate it on a world-wide basis.
In some areas of the world, where adequate computational facilities are
not anticipated in the near future, and which are relatively inaccessible
to weather communications, the only adequate solution to the problem will

remain one in which only variables measured at the station go into the de-
terminatin of the "reduction to sea level"-

Even with the problem so restricted, a more enightened approach

should yield an improvement over the solution given by the classicl ap-
proach. The problem then reduces to find-ing a scalar function, determined
statiom-wise, whose gradient closely approximates the horizontal pressure
radient force. Without tracing the line of reasoning which led to the

following form, we may state that

,p- = VgW Z - gi + at I tt-P>] + C atv + ah pP)(PP)Vha (8)

where g is gravity

is elevation

= -) is a mean height-pressure relationship such as the U. a.
Standard Atmosphere

p in pressure
e is specific volume
a is the specific volume in the mean atmosphere defined by i(p).
a' = a - a is the variation of specific volume about the mean.
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/'g ~ all is the variation of specific volume asout its daily mean.
*O~ atc"' is the variation of the daily mean specific volume about its

mean as Aefined by i(p).
P is a function ofr.x and y whose choice will be discussed below.

It is to be noted that according to our definitions,
+

a = aI + a'
a' a' +a"' 

From the arrangement of equation (8), our intention should be clear. Our
pressure "reduced to sea level" will be

--1 al[gz - gz + a'"(p - P)I (9)
The ao appears in order to give the "reduction" the dimensions and general

magnitude of a sea level pressure. The a 0 is some representative value of

specific volume at sea level, perhaps taken from the mean atmosphere de-

fined by i(p).

The variable P(xy) should then be chosen so as to minimize in soame
sense the vector field,

hp +at"Vh(Vp-P) - (P-h t (10)

As long as the gradients of the chosen function P(x,y) are not generally

larger than the gradients of p, the size of th middle tremn in the error
expression (10) is fixed insofar as it does not dotherwise depend import-
antly upon the choice of the function P(xy) It -only remains, then, to

determine the function P in such a way that its gradients are sufficiently
small to keep the first term in the expression (10)within bounds; and yet
in such a way that its gradients are sufficiently large to integrate
everywhere into values of P sufficiently close to station pressure to keep
the last term in the error expression ()ithi bounds. Figure 1 repre-
sents a crude attempt to accomplish this. Figure 1 displays the heights
in the U. S. Standard Atmosphere corresponding to pressures equal to P.

Figure :2 is the new pressure "reduced to sea level" (n) over the
American Rockies and jarts of the Great Plains. Figure 3 is the reported
pressure reduced to sea level according to the classidtl system present-
ly used. Note that the new method does not produce the two small-scale
highs over western Montana and northwestern Colorado. It is also to be
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noted that with the new method the low center if the northern Great Plains
* is in closer agreement with the reported wind field. In these respects

the new method is undoubtedly an improvement. The old method, however,

seems to produce better agreement with the winds over Iowa, Missouri, Kan-
sas, and Nebraska. Whether this represents a real improvement in the defi-
nition of the horizontal pressure gradient force is at least open to ques-
tion. There is the further question as to whether it would not be wiser
to accept a generally high more homogeneous quality over the entire chart

rather than a very high quality over some areas and very poor quality over

others.

In any case, improvements over the quality in Figure 2 could undoubted-

ly be obtained by a more careful construction of P(x,y).

In order to verify the importance of the last term in the expression

(9) for the "reduction to sea level", the altimeter setting for the same

case was plotted and analyzed. The altimeter setting is very nearly equal

to &o-l(z-i). The result, in Figure 4I, shows a very rough field which re-

flects too closely the topographic gradients. Because of the effort involv-
ed, only one calculation of the new reduction was made, which is shown in

Figure 2. The case was an unlusually warm July day. Since no great effort

was required, we set out to determine whether the last term in expression

(9) was equally important on -a cold day. Figures 5 and 6 show that on a

cold day the altimeter setting may actually be an improvement over the pres-

ent system.

5. Concluding Remarks

Bigelow (1902) realized that in the years following the adaption of

his system m-ach more dataMwould be amassed. He suggested that ;after 20

years the problem be re-examined i the light of data which would then be
available. As a result of a suggestion made at the Chicago meeting of the

Americanm Meteorological Society in 1920, a symposium on the reduction of

barometric pressures in the United States and Canada was held in 1921. The
symposium (Meisinger, 192L1) was attended by W. J. Hunphreys, C. F. Brooks,

C. L. Meisinger, J. Patterson, and H. J. CoK. Commnications from C. F.

Marvin, A. MeAdie, and W. G. Reed were read before the group. A resolution

was drawn up and adopted by the symposium which read, in part, "...be it
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resolved by the American Meteorological Society;assembled at Toronto,
Canada, this 29th day of December 1921:

"1. That the time is now opportune for a re-examination of
the barometric methods employed in the United States and Canada
with a view to the possible improvements of pressure reductions.

"2. That such investigations should include an examination

of --

"(d) The nature and cause of the barometric discrepancies
noted above and their true values 

I,

The importance attached to the problem in 1921 may be surmised from
the eminence of the men in attendance. The system of comparison of sta-
tion pressures then in use as not conspidered the most satisfactory at-
tainable. Thirty-six years later American barometry is still using that

system.
This paper clearly indicates new lines of attack, and offers evidence

that these new lines of attack will be fruitful. In particular, the pro-
posed lines of attack brings out "...te nature and cause of the baromet-
ric discrepancieas."-- It ia hoped that this paper will stimulate further
work in the field of Americae barmetry, to bring to a final conclusion
the long search for the optimum solution to the problem of comparing barom-
eter readings taken at varying elevations.

The investigatimo discussed in this paper was essentially completed

in the latter prt of 1952 s, while the author was a meber of the Short

Range Forecast Development Section of the U. S. Weather Bureau. It was

Interrupted before publication by a change of station for the author and

his assumption of new duties In a new field. The author wishes to ac-

knowledge the suggestions and helpful criticisms made in many discussions

with Mr. L. P. Carstensen. The interest shown by the entire staff of the

Short Range Forecast Development Section was stimulating and is appreciated.

In particular, encouragement given the author by Mr. R. A. Allen is men-

tioned. Thanks go to the analysts of the then WBAN Analsis Center for
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their time and special skills they lent to the study in analyzing a set
of maps which were background material for this investigation.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

IZGENB

leights in the U. S. Standard Atmosphere corresponding to the
function P(xy).

A proposed pressure t"reduce to sea level", for 0630GCT July 22,
1952. a'" was defined by means of surface temperatures ob-
served 12 hours apart.

Station pressure classically reduced to sea level for 0630GCT
July 22, 1952a.

Figure f. Altimeter settings for 0630GCT July 22, 1952.

Figue 5. station pressure classically reduced to sea level for 1230GCT
March 10, 1952.

igure 6. Altimeter settings for 123OGCT March 10, 1952.
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